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Executive summary

My project allows a user to manage a media library through an Excel spreadsheet. It is a 

database of sorts for a DVD and/or CD collection. It simplifies management through 

automated input via barcode scanning. Every DVD and CD sold in the United States 

includes a barcode on the back. That barcode is specifically tied to that product.

CueCat barcode scanners are the required method of input in this workbook. As these 

scanners output encrypted barcodes, a library is referenced that allows decryption. This 

library is referenced by the first macro.

The first macro is triggered by scanning a barcode from anywhere within the spreadsheet. 

A user form opens that allows the user to specify whether the item is a CD or DVD. After 

selecting, the program scrapes the item’s details from UPCDatabase.com. The details are 

then pasted into either the CDs or DVDs worksheet.

On each worksheet the records are organized in tables, which allows for sorting. On each 

page there is also a search button. This button runs a separate search macro on the DVD 

and CD worksheets. These macros launch user forms with fields for searching the 

respective table. The sought after record is highlighted by the search function.

This project was created by me, without a partner.
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Implementation documentation

I selected my solution because I have a large media collection that I would like to be able 

to track and search digitally. After learning about the barcode scanners in class, I thought 

creating a library that utilizes them would be a good idea.

I first created an opening worksheet with a title and instructions (see Figure 1). Next, I 

added two tabs for content, one for DVDs and one for CDs. I then added a table to each 

tab with columns for each of the fields I’d be scraping from UPCDatabase.com. Finally, I 

added a tab to temporarily hold the content scraped from the website.

Figure 1. Welcome worksheet

Then, I hopped over to the development side. My first task was to import the class that 

decrypts CueCat output. I had to play around with it a bit to figure out how its methods 

functioned. I decided that the only output I’d need was the actual UPC barcode number.

Since two types of data (CDs & DVDs) could be imported, I decided the user would need 

to somehow select which type of media was being scanned. I didn’t like the idea of forcing 

the user to place the cursor in the location where the new media was to be added. I then 

realized that the barcode scanner sends the keystroke Alt+F10 before every sequence that 

it outputs. Thus, I set this key combination to automatically trigger a user form, which has 

radio buttons for either CD or DVD. The form records the output from the CueCat. Then 

upon pressing the “Get Barcode” button, the form extracts the proper barcode (see Figure 

2). But here I ran into my first problem: the CatCue wasn’t calling the macro inside my VM 

(I run Windows & Office inside a VM on my Mac). I had to play around with the Ctrl, Option 

& Cmd input settings to finally get it triggering correctly. After getting that down I was ready 

to get into the real VBA.
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Figure 2. Media entry

However, I ran into more issues, these outside of my control. UPCDatabase.com went 

down the same weekend I planned to put some serious time into the project. It was down 

almost entirely from March 31-April 5th. So programming slowed to a near halt. 

Sometimes the pages would load, but it would take up to five minutes. But with a little help 

from Google cache and some perseverance I was able to get enough page loads to run a 

few practice scrapes and ascertain the formatting used on UPCDatabase.com. I put the 

scraping code off until later.

Next I approached search functionality. I added a search button to each of the content 

worksheets to launch a search form. I created a separate user form for the CD search and 

for the DVD search, as each required different fields (see Figures 3 & 4). The forms include 

input for each of the fields, output textfields to fill in if an item is found and buttons for “Find 

First,” “Find Next” and “Clear.” I then wrote the search logic.

Figure 3. DVD search
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Figure 4. CD search

The “Find First” button takes the criteria placed into the various search fields and looks for 

the first record that matches that information (see Figure 4). “Find Next” finds the next 

record matching the criteria. If no record is selected, it will find the first record. When the 

search buttons are pressed the proper record is highlighted in the worksheet and the row 

number is displayed on the user form.

When I next sat down to work on the project, UPCDatabase.com was again functioning. 

At this point I was able to work out the scraping logic. I selected the proper table to scrape 

from the website and set up a query to dump the data onto the “Temp” worksheet. Then, 

from the Media Entry user form (see Figure 2), when the “Submit” button is pressed, the 

scraping query is called and the proper data is extracted and dropped into the correct 

table, based on whether the CD or DVD radio button was selected.
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Discussion of learning

The first conceptual difficulty was figuring out exactly how the CueCat would interface with 

Excel. The CueCat discussion in class still left me confused on exactly how the CueCat 

triggered macros and how the data was output. I enjoyed experimenting with the hardware 

and learning how to assign keyboard sequences to specific functions.

The second learning opportunity presented itself in experimenting with the CueCat library. 

This allowed me to learn how external libraries could be brought into a project. It was 

exciting to play with someone else’s code and then incorporate those functions into my 

own project.

When we completed the user form assignment in class we were given the forms and we 

only had to write the code behind the GUI. However, on this project I was able to create 

three user forms from scratch with allowed me to gain more familiarity with this process. I 

also used and experimented with input and message boxes.

Perhaps the part of the project I am most proud of is scraping CD data. Many albums on 

UPCDatabase.com are displayed in the form “Artist - Album,” but many are not. So I 

realized that I needed to catch the albums that were not in this format. Those that are in 

the correct format are automatically separated into artist & album fields and dropped into 

the CD table. However, the program recognizes that album strings lacking a hyphen are 

not correctly formatted. The user is then prompted to enter the artist and album name with 

two input boxes (see Figure 5). However, to aid the user, the original string is included as 

the default field text in each input box.

Figure 5. Manual entry
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Another learning opportunity presented itself when I considered adding images to each 

album/movie within the workbook (something that was not included in my project 

proposal). This forced me to delve further into the web query wizard than we had in class. I 

learned about how to import Rich HTML instead of just text, how to automatically replace 

the previous query instead of inserting data next to it, and other options within web 

queries. However, I learned that the web query does not support images. I then looked 

into the Agent99 class we were taught about. But after reviewing its code, I found that it 

ultimately scrapes with the same web query wizard after passwords and such are 

supplied. Thus, it would not allow me to scrape images either. Ultimately, I was not able to 

implement this feature, but it certainly provided an excellent learning opportunity.

I am very satisfied with the final state of my project. I’m looking to purchase a CueCat 

online so that I might continue to utilize this media library tracking system.
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